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ADULTS, COMMUNITIES AND HEALTH OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE: 12 JULY 2011 

 
REPORT FROM NHS LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY AND RUTLAND 

 
DAY CASE UNIT AT ST. LUKE’S HOSPITAL, MARKET HARBOROUGH 

 
Purpose 

1. The purpose of this paper is to provide the Adults, Communities and Health Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee with an explanation of the delays to the development of the 
Day Case Unit at St Luke’s Hospital, Market Harborough and an update on the current 
status of the scheme. 

Background 

2. NHS Leicestershire County and Rutland (NHS LCR) is in the process of developing 
hospital services at the St Luke’s Hospital in Market Harborough. Part of the plans 
involve the construction of a Day Case Unit for minor procedures and endoscopies.  

 
3. The NHS LCR Board approved the appointment of Modcon UK Ltd on the basis of a 

tender evaluation conducted by external professional advisors. The Board made the 
decision in good faith having received a report which stated that: “Tendering was 
undertaken in line with the standing financial instructions and audited through 
Osbornes (Quantity Surveyors) Ltd.” 

 
4. In February 2010 NHS LCR signed a contract with Modcon UK Ltd to carry out the 

work.  Modcon is a company based in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) but with a 
registered office in the UK.  

 
5. The contract provided for a modular building, to be constructed in UAE and shipped to 

Market Harborough for installation on site.  

6. The contract cashflow schedule provided for payment to be made by the PCT at key 
milestones in the development of the modular units. The completion date set out in the 
contract was 22 September 2010.  

7. In May 2010 it was discovered that routine safeguards were not in the contract - 
including a bank guarantee to protect the Trust or financial due diligence checks on 
Modcon UK Ltd. As soon as this was discovered the Trust immediately took legal 
advice and sought to secure a bank guarantee from Modcon UK Ltd. As a 
consequence of these issues, the Director of Finance commissioned an internal audit 
to review the procurement and contract award process for the Day Case Unit. 

 
8. The PCT continued to work with Modcon UK Ltd to ensure that the modular units 

arrived on site at which point the ownership transferred to the PCT from Modcon UK 
Ltd. The units arrived on site in March 2011 and the PCT expected that Modcon UK 
Ltd would complete the scheme. 
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9. However it became apparent that work had stopped on the site and in May 2011 the 
PCT issued a Notice of Non Performance. Work did not resume on site and on 7 June 
2011, NHS LCR terminated the contract with Modcon UK Ltd. 

 
10. On 16 June 2011 Modcon UK Ltd was officially wound up by the High Court following 

a petition by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs.  
 
Delays 

11. A series of issues has had an impact on the timescales for the project. These include:  

• Changes to the design specifications in order to meet EU regulations - The 
build time on the endoscopy unit was extended to allow for design changes to be 
incorporated. These changes meant that the unit would now include a single-sex 
compliant area and an improved contamination area, ensuring that the build will 
be as up-to-date as possible and in line with current national requirements. As a 
result a revised timetable was issued, which stated that the units were expected 
in Market Harborough in early January 2011 and open to the public 
approximately eight weeks after that. 

 

• Damage caused to the units in shipping - The modular units arrived in the UK 
as planned during early January 2011. However, it became apparent that some 
of the units had sustained damage in transit. The units were held at the docks 
pending resolution to the dispute between the contractor and its shipping agent 
as to responsibility and liability for the damage. Representatives of NHS LCR 
were finally permitted to inspect the damage on in February following the 
conclusion of the dispute. Work began to schedule delivery to Market 
Harborough, including the hire of a 500-tonne crane and appropriate 
transportation. However, it was not feasible for delivery to take place until after 
the beginning of March due to long-planned work to upgrade the electrical sub-
station at St Luke’s. NHS LCR confirmed receipt of the units on site in Market 
Harborough on 21 March 2011. At that time NHS LCR anticipated that 
construction would be completed within eight weeks. 

 

• Termination of the contract - In May 2011, NHS LCR issued a notice of 
intention to terminate the contract to Modcon UK Ltd. This followed NHS LCR’s 
concerns over the lack of construction activity on site and Modcon’s non-
adherence to the timescales agreed between the parties. Under the terms of the 
notice, Modcon UK Ltd was given 14 days from the date of issue to rectify the 
situation by recommencing construction and providing a comprehensive new 
work plan including completion date. Modcon was advised that failure to do so 
may result in the contract being terminated and an alternate solution sought by 
NHS LCR. Work did not recommence on site during this time period. As a result, 
and after taking further legal advice, NHS LCR announced on 7 June 2011 that 
the contract with Modcon UK Ltd had been terminated.  

 
Chronology  
 
12. The following chronology sets out key events in the development project for the Day 

Case Unit:  
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Date Event 
April 2010 • Initial payment made to Modcon in accordance with terms 

of contract 
May 2010 • Contract issues come to light, namely absence of a bank 

guarantee in place 
 • Risk register entry opened 
May/July 2010 • Modcon plans developed with PCT representatives to 

ensure full compliance with NHS standards 
June/July 2010 • Discussions with Modcon and its sub-contractors 

regarding the provision of a bank guarantee. It was 
ultimately agreed that Modcon would provide a guarantee 
to the value of the first contractual staged payment 

August 2010 • Guarantee provided by HSBC Bank and signed under seal 
by LCR PCT 

 • Second staged payment to Modcon made following issue 
of valuation report by Focus Consultants (client’s agent) 

September 2010 • Focus visit Modcon factory in UAE to confirm progress 
 • Contractual date for completion of the contract 
October 2010 • Focus visit Ormandy factory in Halifax, UK to confirm 

progress, (Ormandy are a Modcon subcontractor 
responsible for developing the plant room (comprising 2 
modular units) for the Day Case Unit) 

 • Contract variations (to be compliant with single sex 
accommodation requirements) valued by Focus and paid 
at 60% 

 • Progress meeting at which cash advance of £300,000 
requested by Modcon (subsequently agreed and paid 
following legal advice) 

November 2010 • On the PCT’s behalf Focus Consultants serve a non-
compliance notice on Modcon in lieu of their failure to 
complete the contract by the stated date 

December 2010 • Construction of units completed in UAE and units shipped 
to the UK 

January 2011 • Modular units arrive at Tilbury docks 
 • Long stop date on bank guarantee extended to 31 March 

2011 
February 2011 • Units remain at Tilbury docks as a consequence of (minor 

cosmetic) damage sustained in transit and disagreement 
re: liability between Modcon and its shipping agent 

 • Focus and PCT staff inspect the units at Tilbury docks 
 • Third staged payment made following issue of valuation 

report by Focus Consultants (net of earlier advance) 
March 2011 • Request made by Modcon for cash advance at £250,000. 

This was met by a part release of the bank guarantee 
c£167,000 

 • Units (10 in total) released from Port and delivered to site 
at Market Harborough 

• Fourth staged payment made following issue of valuation 
report by Focus Consultants (net of earlier advance) 

April 2011 • Plant room (comprising 2 modular units) delivered to site 
May 2011 • Ground workers leave site over unpaid bills 
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 • Notice of non-performance issued by PCT (Monday 16 
May) 

 • Leaks identified in roof of modules – emergency repair 
carried out at cost to the PCT 

 • Site secured by PCT 
 • Contingency plans for completion of scheme developed by 

PCT in the event that Modcon do not resume works 
7 June 2011 
16 June 2011 

• Termination notice served on Modcon by PCT 

• Modcon UK officially wound up in the High Court in an 
action brought by HM Revenue and Customs 
 

 
Internal Audit Review 

13. As soon as the previous Director of Finance became aware of issues regarding the 
lack of a bank guarantee, NHS LCR’s local internal auditors were brought in to 
conduct a full investigation.  

 
14. As a result of the audit the Strategic Estate Development Team have drafted a new 

process, ‘The selection and vetting of estates contractors and procurement of capital 
schemes’, covering the recommendations in the audit report which NHS LCR would 
expect to be adopted by our provider of services. 

15. In addition a number of requirements will be added to NHS LCR’s Service Level 
Agreements with providers to ensure the points raised in the report are either covered 
through the SLA or the new process. This process is currently out for consultation with 
our providers and should be ready for approval by the end of June 2011. 

16. While the process is being consulted on and approved and the SLA updated providers 
have been written to setting out our expectation in relation to how we expect capital 
projects to be managed. 

Current status of the scheme 

17. NHS LCR’s primary aim is to get the Day Case Unit finished and open to patients as 
quickly as possible.  

18. NHS LCR is to go out to tender for a new contractor to finish the work on site. The 
tendering process is expected to be completed in August with work starting soon 
afterwards.  

 
19. The opening date is now expected to be in January 2012.  
 
20. A small surplus exists from the original contract and the project will be prioritised as 

part of our capital programme. NHS LCR anticipates that the overall costs will only be 
marginally above the original budget. 

 
 
 
Sue Bishop 
Director of Finance 
NHS Leicestershire County and Rutland 
June 2011 


